A new flexibility-based component mode synthesis method is presented, which is derived by approximating the partitioned equations of motion that employ a localized method of Lagrange multipliers. The use of the localized Lagrange multipliers leads to, unlike the classical Lagrange multipliers, a linearly independent set of interface forces without any redundancies at multiply connected interface nodes. Hence, the resulting interface flexibility matrices are uniquely determined and well suited for the present method development. An attractive feature of the present method is its substructural mode selection criterion that is independent of loading conditions. Numerical experiments show that the present modal selection criterion is reliable and that the proposed flexibility-based component mode synthesis method performs well relative to the classical Craig-Bampton method in terms of accuracy and of its ability to include dominant substructural modes for simple plates and a relatively complex solid ring. 
Introduction S
IMPLIFIED structural models are essential for a variety of reasons: shock isolation systems design, active vibration controller design, system identification and experimentally verified model development, and health monitoring of transportation infrastructures. Most existing methods work well for their intended applications, and the choice of a particular method depends largely on the experience and preference of the dynamics specialists. There exists one consensus among the dynamics specialists: The model reduction of each substructure still relies on a rule of thumb or paradigm, that is, retain the substructural modes about twice the global modes that need to be modeled in the overall system.
In recent years several new developments have been emerging wherein this rule of thumb is not only inadequate but also can lead to grave consequences. Examples include distributed and/or localized active control of structural systems, structure-medium interaction systems, model-based structural health monitoring, and structures that consist of substructures whose response timescales are widely varying. First, at present there is a general agreement among the researchers in structural dynamics that the relative strength, shortcomings, similarities, and implementation aspects of existing component mode synthesis methods 1−10 are well understood. What is Q3 not well understood or developed is a rational selection of modes in each substructure for each specific model construction. This is especially relevant when the eigenvalue analysis of substructures can be carried out in individual processors of a parallel computer, yet substantially reduced-order models are desired. Second, although a variety of parallel computational algorithms have been developed for quasi-static and transient response structural analysis, 11−15 it is generally agreed that the state of parallel structural eigenvalue analysis in terms of parallel scalability is in an evolving stage. The preceding observations have motivated the present authors to derive a family of component mode synthesis methods with error assessment expressions so that the model reduction process can be automated in parallel computations. In doing so, the present paper is a theoretical attempt to substitute the word heuristic by rational in Meirovitch's statement 8 regarding the component mode synthesis: "The component-mode synthesis represents a sound heuristic, phys-Q4 ically motivated approach to the dynamics of structures. . . . unlike the assumed-modes method which could invoke the Rayleigh-Ritz theory to claim convergence, the component-mode synthesis cannot make such claims." Note that most of the existing componentmode synthesis methods have relied on a bottom-up approach: First approximate each substructure, then assemble the approximated substructural equations to form the reduced global equations of motion.
The present method adopts a top-down approach: First, begin with the full global equations of motion; second, partition them into substructures as if each of the partitioned substructures are completely free; third, select a reduced set of modes for each substructures according to the mode selection criterion proposed herein and approximate the residual modes that are not included in the reduces basis set; fourth, augment the total virtual work of completely free substructures with the partition interface conditions via a localized method of Lagrange multiplier; and fifth, carry out the reduced eigenvalue problem.
The vehicle for carrying out the five steps is a partitioned formulation that involve four independent variables: the rigid-body modes of each substructure, the substructural deformation modes, the Lagrange multipliers that represent the interface generalized force vector, and the interface nodal displacements. By the elimination of some of the four-field variables, several forms of the exact eigenvalue analysis equations are specialized. Because the exact eigenvalue analysis equations are computationally intractable, approximations are introduced, each with the corresponding error assessment expressions. Of several component-mode synthesis methods derived from the present formalisms, we focus on the flexibility-based synthesis method because it offers improved accuracy and potential applications to parallel computations. The performance of the present flexibility-based component mode synthesis method along with the substructural mode selection criterion is demonstrated via two simple problems and one moderately complex problem.
Partitioning of Global Structural Dynamics Equation
The displacement-based discrete energy functional (u g ) for a linear structure under dynamic loads can be expressed as
Observe that, if no domain decomposition is contemplated, the preceding functional leads to the well-known global linear structural dynamics equation, namely,
where it is understood that the d'Alembert variableü g does not participate in the variational process. Now consider the example of an assembled continuum structure partitioned into individual elements as shown in Fig. 1 . The individual nodal displacements u are related to the assembled global displacements u g through the assembly matrix L according to
where superscripts A and B indicate the substructures and subscripts I and denote interior and interface degrees of freedom (DOF), respectively. Hence, the discrete energy functional can be expressed in terms of the partitioned elemental displacements as
where B is a Boolean matrix that extracts the interface boundary DOF such that it enforces the interelement kinematical compatibility condition in Eq. (3) .
Note that the present kinematical constraint condition equation (3) leads to a localized characterization of the Lagrange multipliers. 16−18 The difference between the classical and the present localized λ methods is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of four bodies (or nodes) partitioned. Note that the kinematic constraint condition by the classical λ method relates the partitioned nodes along one domain directly to its neighboring ones. On the other hand, the localized λ method relates every partitioned node to a reference node (or assembled node). In other words, the classical Lagrange multipliers interconnect the substructural boundary DOF directly, which leads to coupled interface residual flexibility in subsequent derivations. In contrast, the localized Lagrange multipliers do not directly connect the interface DOF. Hence, the resulting interface residual flexibility is completely uncoupled from substructure to substructure. This feature plays an important role in approximating the exact transcendental frequency equations.
Four-Variable Partitioned Equations of Motion
The constrained energy functional derived in Eq. (4) can be further decomposed by expressing the substructural displacements u in two parts:
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) leads to
Note that the four state variables, q, λ , α, and u g , in Eq. (6) are Q5 linearly independent provided that the constraint matrix B has full column rank. In other words, it is variationally complete. Noting that the virtual kinetic energy of the cross-coupling term between the deformation modes and the rigid-body modes would be zero, we have because Φ T MR = 0. Similarly, if the damping matrix C is proportional, namely,
the same is true for the dissipative energy term,
The stationarity of δ Eq. (6) thus yields the following matrix equation set:
Here u b is the assembled or global displacement vector along the partition boundary nodes. A key element of the present four-field partitioned equations of motion is the inclusion of the generalized rigid-body coordinates α. It is this feature that automatically takes care of each substructural self-equilibrium so that the distinction of determinate and indeterminate nature is obviated. It turns out that this feature also plays a fundamental role in the construction of a consistent flexibility-based component mode synthesis method to be discussed shortly. The preceding four-variable partitioned dynamic equation is the dynamic counterpart of the partitioned quasi-static equilibrium equation derived in Refs. 16 and 18 and has been used in the development of a parallel transient response analysis algorithm.
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Formulation of Partitioned Eigenvalue Problem
Our aim is to approximate the spatially and modally partitioned equations of motion (10) by approximating some of the deformation modes Φ. An excellent discussion of some of these procedures is offered by Spanos and Tsuha, 10 and a survey up to the late 1990s is offered in a text by Meirovitch. 8 As alluded to in the Introduction, because the principal objective of the present study is to develop a rational modal reduction/truncation procedure and scalable parallel computational algorithms for carrying out the component mode synthesis, we will carry out a general reduction process first. To this end, let us partition the deformation modes Φ into two categories, the dominant substructural modes Φ d to be retained and the residual modes Φ r to be approximated as follows:
Substituting this into Eq. (10), with C = 0, for the undamped case yields in which we have employed the substructure-by-substructure eigenproblem result,
(13) A key focus of the present derivation is to eliminate the DOF of the higher modal components (Φ r , r ) instead of truncating them from the preceding equation. In so doing, we present several formulations.
In this formulation, we solve for the modal coordinate of the residual mode q r from the second row of Eq. (12):
Substituting this to eliminate q r in Eq. (12) results in
Note that no approximation has been introduced in the preceding equation. Notice that Φ db represents the free-free substructural mode shapes along the partition-interface boundaries. Therefore, it is distinctly different from the so-called the interface constraint mode shapes employed in most existing component mode syntheses.
The partitioned eigenvalue problem is obtained by invoking
as given by
The preceding partitioned eigenvalue problem equation (17), although exact, is impractical to solve via standard eigenvalue analysis procedures due to the transcendental nature of the dynamic interface flexibilityF rb . An approximation of the preceding formulation will be discussed later in this paper.
If one further solves for λ from the third row of Eq. (17),
and substitutes this to eliminate λ in Eq. (17), the following equation results:
Observe thatF r in Eq. (17) can be considered a dynamic residual flexibility, which plays a key role in the subsequent derivation. This is because the higher residual modes r and Φ r , are not directly computed; instead, they are approximated in terms of lower modes and substructural matrices. Hence, the fidelity of a component mode synthesis crucially depends on how the higher modes are approximated. The reason why F r is physically a dynamic residual flexibility can be seen from the following identity:
Using the preceding relations, the residual dynamic flexibility at the interfaces (or interface residual flexibility),F rb , is given bȳ
whereF bb is called the substructural interface flexibility.
General Comments on the Present Partitioned Eigenanalysis Equations
Before we begin to approximate the formulations derived in the preceding subsections, it is worth making several observations. First, the displacement-based formulation given by Eq. (19) consists of full matrix profile inasmuch as the inverse of the interface residual flexibility,F −1 rb , appears in every submatrices. In contrast, the mixed formulation given by Eq. (15) involves the interface residual flexibilityF rb appears only once in its matrix profile.
Second, common to the two formulations is that, all of the matrix quantities are local substructural attributes except the ones involving the interface assembly Boolean matrix L b . Specifically, both the interface residual flexibility and the interface residual stiffness matrices are completely localized.
Third, the substructural rigid-body modes R can be easily obtained by a geometrical consideration instead of resorting to eigenanalysis. In addition, because the substructural deformational modes Φ d are either free-free or with imposed boundary conditions for each substructure, experimentally determined modes and mode shapes can be readily used whenever deemed advantageous either due to analytical modeling difficulty or other experimental considerations. In other words, the present formulation is amenable to model validation.
Fourth, although not reported herein, two additional formulations have been derived, which illustrates that the four-variable partitioned formulation (12) can serve as a general framework for potentially new methods. We now proceed to approximating the two partitioned formulations to make their approximate formulas computationally tractable.
Component Mode Synthesis Based on Interface Residual Flexibility Approximation
Note that Eq. (17) has not introduced any approximation. To render the eigensolution problem using Eq. (17) the transcendental dynamic interface residual flexibilityF rb can be expanded as
The static part F rs , so called the static interface residual flexibility, and the dynamic part F rm in Eq. (23) can be obtained indirectly from the mass and stiffness matrices of the system and the modal properties of the lower retained modes utilizing the mass orthogonality of the eigenvectors in Eq. (5) as derived in the Appendix as
Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) 
Eq. (17), we arrive at the following tractable component mode synthesis:
A f , B f , and Φ f in Eq. (25) are given by
Once the partitioned eigenvalue problem is solved, the global mode shapes are computed according to
Remark: The static interface residual flexibility F rs given in Eq. (24) may be used as a substructural modal selection guide. To see this, recall F rs as
where N d is the number of modes selected for each substructure. Note that the interface flexibility (not interface residual flexibility) F bb remains fixed for each partitioned substructure. Hence, one can assess the changes in the norm of the static interface residual flexibility F rs for each addition or deletion of the retained modal contribution (Φ db ) k . This observation enables us to rank those modes that minimizes the norm of the interface residual flexibility and retain them, thus, providing a rational substructural mode selection criterion. For example, a possible substructural modal truncation criterion may utilize cum for the cummulative mode selection criterion as
for each substructure, where cum is the desired mode cutoff tolerance. The error criterion cum is defined by the summation of the contributions of a group of modes to the interface flexibility. We can access the contribution of individual modes mode-by-mode or substructure-by-substructure with an individual modal truncation criterion ind . For example, the modal selection criterion for the kth mode can be
The modal selection criteria cum and ind have values between 0 and 1: 0 for the worst and 1 for the best modal selection for minimization of the interface residual flexibility.
Component Mode Synthesis Based on Interface Residual Stiffness Approximation
To render the eigensolution problem using Eq. (19) into a computationally tractable form, we approximate the dynamic interface residual stiffnessF (17) can be expanded as
where M rb is the dynamic part of the interface residual stiffness, which may be discarded because its omission would be equivalent to neglecting the dynamic part of the residual flexibility matrix F rm . Substituting the approximation of Eq. (31) into the (q , α, u gb )-formulation equation (19) leads to the following approximate formula:
Here A, B s , and Φ s are given by
In approximatingF rb , one performs matrix approximation only once. However, to obtain approximations of the dynamic interface residual stiffnessF
rb , one must carry out two matrix approximations.
Craig-Bampton Method
The Craig-Bampton component mode synthesis method 2 can be expressed in terms of the present nomenclature as
in which M bb and K bb are the substructural boundary attributes, M bi and K bi are the coupling matrices between the substructural interior and the substructural boundary attributes, and the so-called normal mode pairs ( i , Φ i ) are obtained by the eigenproblem for each substructure, where the subscript i refers to the interior DOF for each substructure when the substructural interface DOF is completely fixed and the subscript b denotes the global interface DOF. Because the Craig-Bampton method 2 is perhaps the most widely used mode synthesis method, it will be instructive to examine the differences between the present methods Eqs. (25) and (32) and the Craig-Bampton method given by Eq. (34). This is detailed in the next section.
Theoretical Attributes of the Present Methods
The fundamental difference of the present component mode synthesis formulations in Eqs. (25) from the Craig-Bampton method is that the present method is flexibility based. Advances in the efficient computation of substructural flexibility 16, 20 renders the flexibilitybased component mode synthesis as competitive with a stiffnessbased method. In that regard, the present flexibility-based component mode synthesis method equations (25) is akin to the MacNeal method. 6 Second, the present method employs the free-free substructural modes, which is in contrast to the use of interior substructural modes by the Craig-Bampton method. 2 This means that all of the approximations in arriving at the flexibility-based methods in Eqs. (25) and (32) Third, from a practical viewpoint, the present substructural mode selection criterion derived in Eq. (29) is perhaps a novel attribute, whose robustness will be evaluated in the "Numereical Experiments" section.
Finally, the solution of the global eigenvalue problem is completely parallelizable. This can be demonstrated as follows. Consider the following iteration for generating either Lanczos or subspace vectorĀ
for solving the eigenproblem equation (25). Because d is diagonal, we solve for q d ,
Substituting this into Eq. (25) yields the following arrow-headlike equation:
Equation (38) is well suited to parallel computations.
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Numerical Experiments
We have implemented both the flexibility-based component mode method (25) and the stiffness-based component mode synthesis method (32), as well as the Craig-Bampton 2 method for comparison purposes.
Plate Vibration Modeled by Two Substructures
The first example is a clamped plate as shown in Fig. 3 , which Craig and Bampton 2 reported in their original paper. Substructure 1 consists of 162 DOF and that of substructure 2 of 90 DOF. The interface consists of 18 DOF. For the present component mode synthesis, 10 substructural modes from each substructure are retained. Thus, the total generalized coordinates plus the interface DOF consists of 38 DOF. Figure 4 shows the errors in the natural frequencies computed using the present two component mode synthesis (CMS) methods compared to the full-system eigenvalues. Observe that the CMS synthesis based on the present flexibility-based method (25) outperforms both the present stiffness-based method and the CraigBampton method 2 up to the first nine global modes. In fact, for the first lowest mode the accuracy of the flexibility-based method yields about three to four digits of accuracy improvements over the Craig-Bampton method.
The second example is a free-free plate vibration, as shown in Fig. 5 , by removing the clamped boundary condition from the first example. For both substructures 1 and 2, the first 10 modes are selected as in the clamped plate case. Thus, the total generalized coordinates plus the interface global displacements consist of 41 DOF. In practice, one should include more substructural modes for freefree plate vibrations because any of the intrinsic modes is free to vibrate; for the present experiment the same number modes are used as in the clamped case. Figure 6 shows the errors incurred in the CMS-generated global eigenvalues compared with the full-system free-free plate vibration. Observe that the error in the first nonzero mode computed by the present flexibility-based method equation (25) for this free-free plate is about 10 −4 , whereas that of the clamped plate is about 10 −7 . This clearly indicates that one needs more substructural modes for the free-free plate vibrations than for the clamped case. Because the first three modes are rigid-body modes of the complete system, the first non-zero modes are in fact the fourth mode. Note once again that the present flexibility-based method yields substantially improved accuracy over the Craig-Bampton method, as well as the present residual stiffness method (32). Because the flexibility-based method (25) appears to show promise in terms of accuracy and its adaptability to efficient parallel implementation, the substructural mode selection criteria (29) and (30) are evaluated using the free-free vibration problem. Note that the present two mode selection criteria do not utilize any loading function characteristics. Figures 7a shows the performance of the present mode selection criteria vs the number of substructural modes included. The upper curve indicates the cumulated weight of each mode on the overall mode-by-mode energy contribution, whereas the bottom bar-formatted part shows the extent of their contribution in terms of the global natural frequency error vs. the number of modes retained. The larger the value of the individual modal selection index is, the more significant that particular number of substructural modes to be included. As can be seen, although not conclusive, they do offer satisfactory indications providing which modes are to be retained and how many modes are to be retained.
Three-Dimensional Ring
Encouraged by the performance of the present flexibility-based method for simple plates, we applied the present method to a ring modeled by three-dimensional elements consisting of 16 substructures with 166,320 total global DOF provided by Garth Reese of Sandia National Laboratories. Table 1 and Fig. 8 show both the 16 substructures and the sub-Q7 structural DOF for each substructure, with 184,017 total substructural DOF, whereas there 35,394 total interface are DOF. Hence, the partitioned DOF is about 5.2 times the interface DOF.
To gain insight into how the number of interface modes retained would affect the overall eigenvalue accuracy, 20 substructural modes are retained for each substructure and the interface modes are varied from 50, to 100, to 150 for each interface. The case of 200 interface was also carried out and showed no discernable difference from that of 150 interface modes. Figure 9 summarizes the result, which shows that the most one could improve the accuracy from 50 to 150 interface modes is less than one digit improvement. Thus 50 interface modes are chosen in subsequent analysis with error range from 10 −11 to 10 −6 up to 100 global mode. Next, the number of substructural modes is varied, as shown in Fig. 10 . The results show that, as the number of substructural modes are increased from 5 to 40, the accuracy for intermediate modes (around 50th global modes) improved by more than three digits. The same sensitivity computations were also carried out for the stiffnessbased method and the Craig-Bampton method and indicated both methods yielded an improvement in accuracy, up to about two digits. Figure 11 summarizes the accuracy of the three methods when 20 normal modes and 50 interface modes are selected. Although not conclusive, the present flexibility-based method offers about four-digit accuracy improvement over the Craig-Bampton method for low modes and continues to offer better accuracy to 100 global modes. Note that the present stiffness-based method and the CraigBampton method yield about the same accuracy, which reconfirms the accepted notion: There is little room to improve beyond the Craig-Bampton method among stiffness-based methods. Figure 12 shows the convergence behavior of the three methods: the relative natural frequency errors of the 50th mode computed by the three methods vs the number of modes retained. This shows that the flexibility-based method converges faster than the Craig-Bampton and the present stiffness-based methods as the number of retained modes increases.
Evaluation of Present Substructural Mode Selection Criteria
To evaluate the proposed substructural mode selection criteria (29) and (30), we have plotted the individual (mode-by-mode norm and substructure-by-substructure) model selection criterion in Fig. 13 , which indicates that some particular modes make a large contribution to the accuracy of eigenvalue problem. Figure 14a , which sums up all of the substructural attributes to get the modeby-mode cumulative as well as individual model selection criteria, shows how many of retained modes are adequate.
To verify whether the present substructural mode selection criteria provide a dependable indication, the actual global mode-by-mode accuracy vs the number of substructural modes retained is plotted for the first 10 global modes in Fig. 14b . By comparing Figs. 13 and 14, one concludes that the present substructural mode selection criteria (29) and (30) indeed appear to offer a dependable selection guide.
Computational Comparison
Finally, the computational effort in the MATLAB ® computing
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environment is summarized in Table 2 . Clearly, the present Q9 flexibility-based method requires more computational effort in generating substructural modes than the Craig-Bampton method because it involves the entire substructural models. However, the present flexibility-based method is amenable to a scalable computing algorithms as shown in Eq. (38). This scalability potential may outweigh the increased computational overhead in computing free-free substructural eigenvalue analysis.
Summary
A family of exact transcendental eigenproblem equations have
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been derived from the four-variable partitioned equations of motion for linear structure equation (10) . The exact transcendental equations (15) and (19) are then approximated to yield computationally tractable eigenproblem: a flexibility-based method (25) and a stiffness-based method (32). By the examination of the invoked approximations two substructural mode selection criteria are derived in Eqs. (29) (34) is that, whereas the present method involves the presence of substructural rigid-body modes, the Craig-Bampton method does not, which has been shown to be advantageous in parallel/parallel computations. This is because the rigid-body modes are the fundamental motions that satisfy selfequilibrium of each floating substructure. The absence of substructural rigid-body modes and their generalized coordinates may, perhaps, hinder a partitioned/parallel version of the Craig-Bampton method from achieving scalability, as may be observed in one of its possible parallel implementations.
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The flexibility-based mode synthesis method (25) developed has been implemented and evaluated for performance along with the present stiffness-based method (32) and the Craig-Bampton method. Applications to simple plate problem and one moderatesize ring problem indicate that the present flexibility-based method yields substantially improved accuracy over the Craig-Bampton method, especially for low-frequency modes. In particular, the substructural mode selection criterion developed as part of the derivation appears to be robust and provides a dependable cumulative selection guide.
Although not validated, the present methods can be implemented efficiently in a parallel computer because the eigensolution iterations can exploit the arrowlike matrix equation (38), which is known for its scalability when implemented in parallel computers. We elaborate this aspect further: First, large-scale eigenvalue analysis using component mode synthesis methods presently suffer from their rapid accuracy degradation for materially and/or geometrically heterogeneous structures. The use of localized Lagrange multipliers (see Ref. 17 ) may be applied to the regularization of heterogeneity, leading to substantial accuracy improvements. Second, the present methods employs the free-free substructural rigid-body modes as its fundamental modes, which are present in the arrow-headlike matrix equation (38). This is in contrast to existing structural parallel software wherein the substructural rigid-body modes are retroactively added for the sake of improving the conjugate gradient iterations. Third, the present methods allows no redundancies in the interface Lagrange multipliers because the methods have been developed using the variationally complete partitioned formulation. Thus, they can exploit the parallel construct presented in Refs. 14 and 15.
